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Peth Yoeung was selected to join the first-ever Emerge X regional pitch competition in the Asia Pacific region at the PH
Startup Week 2020
At the end of November, Mr. Bin Socheat,
Business Operation Advisor, representing the
Peth Yoeung’s a Cloudbased Hospital Operating System, participated
in the PH Startup Week
2020 virtual conference
“Emerge X” which is part
of the “Highway to a 100
Unicorns” program and
is led by Microsoft.
Mr. Bin Socheat was
selected by the committee to present the Peth

Yoeung with 21 other
startups that were also
selected in the Asia-Pacific region. Microsoft
Philippines COO Abid
Zaidi has confirmed
that the initial launch of
Emerge X has seen more
than 300 startup businesses in the Asia-Pacific region sent to compete
in the program.
Microsoft and its partner
organizations
created
“Emerge X” to advise
and motivate potential

startups in the region
to connections in an attempt to “spur innovative
entrepreneurship”.
Terms of participation
in Emerge X, all participating companies are
diverse industries including agriculture, transportation, human resources,
e-commerce, and logistics.
(continue to page 5)
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Jayavarman VII Hospital Aims To Go Digital in January 2021
In this November,
Peth Yoeung Team has begun
working with the equipment and
service supplies of the hospitals
to complete the technological
infrastructure and technological
equipment
installation
to
enable Peth Yoeung to start
installing its software system
and doing data setting to
bring Jayavarman VII Hospital
(Kantha Bopha III) go live by
January 2021.
Jayavarman
VII
Hospital
(Kantha Bopha III) is sister
hospital of Kantha Bopha
Children’s Hospital Phnom
Penh founded by the same
and well respected Switzerland
founder Dr. Beat Richner to

Peth Yoeung, presentation and installation at Jayavarman VII Hospital

provide quality treatment and
healthcare service to millions
of poor children in Cambodia

through charitable healthcare
mission in Cambodia.
Peth Yoeung team will be ready

to deliver user skill training
on how to use Peth Yoeung
cloud based system to all
medical staffs and looking
forward to digitalizing the
operating system of this
hospital upon the completion
of the data setting and the
user training workshops will
be reviewed and agreed upon
from the management team
and leadership of the panel
Jayavarman VII Hospital.
Peth Yoeung is delighted
to provide our system to
Jayvarman
VII
Hospital
and together contribute to
better healthcare service in
Cambodia.

Our New Client and Partnership in Humanitarian Acts - Douleurs Sans Frontières (DSF)
Peth Yoeung signed
a cooperating partnership
with Douleurs Sans Frontières
organization in November 2020
in a vision of contributing and
cooperating the government of
Cambodia and the Cambodian
people to raise the public
healthcare quality in the
communities,
particularly
cancer treatment by digitalizing
and securing medical records
of the community patient and
Peth Yoeung Partnership with Dou- get them easily and quick
accessed by their physicians at
leurs Sans Frontières
site and remotely.
Contributing to the
Peth Yoeung is a
humanitarian activity, Peth
cloud
based
hospital operating
Yoeung provides a free of
charge of using Peth Yoeung’s system founded to advance
digital management system to the healthcare ecosystem for
France based Douleurs Sans medical doctors and health
Frontières organization, an professionals and a Cambodia
organization that is providing largest healthcare marketplace
free mobile treatments to cancer platform to improve the path
patients; especially women in of healthcare for healthcare
service consumers in digital
Cambodia communities.

WWW.PETHYOEUNG.COM

healthcare revolution.
Douleurs Sans Frontières, a non-governmental
organization
resided
in
France, is concentrating on
the humanitarian activities in
health sector which includes
the treatments on sickness’s
pain and treatments for cancer
patients; especially women.
Douleurs Sans Frontières
organization is providing the
humanitarian treatments in
France and other four African
countries
besides
from
Cambodia.
Peth
Yoeung
is
pleasured to cooperate with
Douleurs Sans Frontières
and we appreciate their firm
trust in Peth Yoeung and the
opportunity they give us in a
mission of providing digital
healthcare to the Cambodian
society. The firm trust we have

built in each other has enabled
us to better collaborate one
another to bring and to provide
better cancer treatments to
community people in Cambodia
in the most needs from Douleurs
Sans Frontières. Peth Yoeung
is privileged to be in partnership
with Douleurs Sans Frontières
to enable this charitable
healthcare work of Douleurs
Sans Frontières delivered in
the digital healthcare treatment
service for bigger health impact,
especially women.

Peth Yoeung team and Douleurs Sans Frontières meeting before installation technology
and system at DSF Organization
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Eight Panel Clinics and Hospitals to Get Training Workshops to Go Digital
Although COVID-19 pandemic
keeps ruining business world and
economics
locally
and
globally,
November 2020 is still a fruitful month for
Peth Yoeung. More than 1000 users from
seven panel clinics and hospitals gets
training and refresh training workshops
from Peth Yoeung’s Business Support
and Training Team on the use of Peth
Yoeung’s digital management system.
After training workshops for 200 key
users of the hospital, Cambodia’s
Kantha Bopha Children’s Hospital
Phnom Penh enlisted its more than
1000 users including medical doctors,
nurses, lab technicians, imaging doctors,
pharmacists, health professionals and
hospital administration staff to get our
user training workshops and successfully
completed prior the hospital to go
live in December 2020. Sereisophorn
Clinic II located in the heart of Banteay
Meanchey province’s town Sereisophorn
has begun live with Peth Yoeung after

a team of medical doctors, nurses and
health professionals got the training
workshop on the use of Peth Yoeung
system from 17-21 November 2020. We,
Peth Yoeung, proudly congrats them to
go live in this November and become
a latest new members of digital clinic/
hospital club in Banteay Meanchey
province.

healthcare ecosystem and to improve the
pathway of healthcare, Peth Yoeung’s
Business Support and Training Team
has conducted a number of refresher
user training workshops for panel
clinics in Phnon Penh and provinces,
including Housheng Phnom Penh Eye
Polyclinic located on B2-090, Street
Diamond Island, Khan Chamakarmorn’s
Sangkat Tonle Bassac (https://g.page/
houshengphnompenh?share); MUCH
Mobile Homecare Clinic resided on
Street 606 of Phnom Penh’s Sangkat
Boeungkak II, Khan Tuolkork (https://
goo.gl/maps/JVmUzeqyfL13GAY79)

Sereisophorn Clinic II located in the heart of Banteay
Meanchey province’s town Sereisophorn

With the firm commitment and on-going
supports to panel clinics and hospitals
that signed up to go digital with Peth
Yoeung, a Cambodia’s cloud based
hospital operation system and healthcare
marketplace platform to advance the

MUCH Mobile Homecare Clinic resided on Street
606 of Phnom Penh’s Sankat Boeungkak II, Khan
Tuolkork

(continue to page 6)

The Four Side Effects of Consuming Too Much Coffee
Nowadays, people are
commonly drinking coffee, tea,
and other energy drinks that
contain caffeine. However, high
caffeine consumption can affect
the physical system. In the below
article, we will provide you the
four side effects of high caffeine
consumption.
1. Digestive issue
Drinking too much coffee can
contribute to the releasing of
gastrin, a hormone that the
stomach produces to speed up the
activity in the colon. It also affects
the bowel movement by increasing
the peristalsis amounts which is

WWW.PETHYOEUNG.COM

the contraction that move food diseases and stroke as it destroys
through the digestive tract.
the arteries over time and the
abnormal of the flow of blood into
2. Muscle breakdown
brain and heart.
Rhabdomyolysis is a serious issue
that is caused by the damage muscle
fibers enter the bloodstream,
leading to kidney failure and
other problems. A study showed
that rhabdomyolysis is from the
consumption of too much caffeine.

4. Fatigue

Coffee, tea, and other caffeinated
drinks can boost the physical’s
energy. On the other hand, your
body will feel exhausted after the
caffeine leaves your system. One
research showed that although the
3. High blood pressure
caffeine improve the energy and
mood, the consumers often feel
High caffeine intake can cause more tired on the next day.
high blood pressure because it
affects the nervous system. High
blood pressure can lead to heart
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New Panel Clinics Sign Up to Go Digital and Green Hospitals
workshop training in using
this digital hospital operating
system. Life Care Clinic
resides in #113, National Road
6, Sangkat Svay Dagnkum
Siem Reap, Cambodia. We
are very delighted to have
Life Care Clinic on board with
Peth Yoeung and hoping to be
working smoothly with us.

Peth Yoeung, presentation and installation at Jayavarman VII Hospital

November,
Peth
Yoeung is still our excited
month to welcome five new
panel clinics to sign up to go
digital with Peth Yoeung—
named Health Care Clinic and
Maternity; Life Care Clinic in
Siem Reap; Sovann Polyclinic
in Battambang; Yi Kuok Clinic
in Battambang and Champey
Clinic and Maternity in Phnom
Penh. It is our great privilege
to provide them digital solution
and to help them to transform
their paper and manual based
management work into an
automate and cloud based
hospital operating management
to better focus on treatment
and
healthcare
service,
saving cost and going green
healthcare service provider at
their respective community.
Health Care Clinic
and Maternity is located
in
No.1A, St.371, Group 7,
Phum
Reussey,
Sangkat
Steung
Meanchey,
Khan
Meanchey, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia. web.facebook.com/

WWW.PETHYOEUNG.COM

healthcareclinicandmaternity.
Health Care Clinic and
Maternity will be the first partner
to join Smart Green Hospital
Network by operating Peth
Yoeung’s digital hospital system
in order to raise the awareness
of using digital hospital system,
reducing paper usage, printing
documents and contributing to
clean city and green activities.
Health Care Clinic and
Maternity specializes in general
treatment, maternity, Geneco
and Pediatric.
Life Care Clinic is
located in Siem Reap on
the National Road No. 06 at
building #113, National Road
6, Sangkat Svay Dagnkum,
Siem Reap Siem Reap,
Cambodia. web.facebook.com/
cliniclifecare. Life Care Clinic
medically specifies in treatment
for children, infants, the elderly
and in orthopedic surgery and
joint. This clinic is going to
operate cloud-based hospital
management of Peth Yoeung
in early 2021 after receiving

Sovann
Polyclinic
locates at building #77, St.
Preah Vihear, Sangkat Svay
Por, Battambang, Facebook:
web.facebook.com/sovann.
polyclinic. Sovann Polyclinic,
a private hospital, covers
various medical expertise and
it will begin to operate cloudbased hospital management,
Peth Yoeung, in 2021. Sovann
Polyclinic provides an active
consult and treatment to
customers and patients. This
polyclinic also cooperates with
many national and international
insurance companies.
Yi Kuok Clinic is another
new panel clinic in Battambang
of Peth Yoeung and its location
is in Street 154, Next to PO II
about 200m, on the road to
Bannan Temple. Battambang,
Cambodia, Facebook: web.
facebook.com/yikuokclinic.
Yi Kouk Clinic has just signed
a
partnership
agreement
on using the cloud-based
hospital operating system of

Peth Yoeung. According to
their Facebook page, Yi Kouk
Clinic is the best for healthcare
quality in Battambang that
has specialized doctors from
France and modern medical
equipment and facilities. Adding
to that, Peth Yoeung can now
assist Yi Kouk Clinic in saving
their cost, your cost, and the
environment.
Champey Clinic and
Maternity, now our new client,
has a profound mission in
improving the quality of life
in Cambodia by providing
healthcare services to all
patients in needs of medical
treatment. This clinic offers you
a speciality in general treatment,
maternity,
geneco,
and
pediatric. Now having installed
our digital hospital system,
the clinic will be assisted in
their hospital management,
patient data management and
cost reduction. Likewise, their
patients will now be able to
make medical appointments
more conveniently, save your
time and money as well as
control your medical history.
Peth Yoeung is strongly
delighted to have Champey
Clinic and Maternity on board
and serve the most anticipated
hospitality in Cambodia.

Yi Kuok Clinic in Battambang Province
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Peth Yoeung’s Remarkable Highlights
Mrs. Pong Limsan, our founder
and CEO, on 2 November
2020 was invited to be a guest
speaker at a workshop on
Civil Service Innovation in the
public healthcare sector at
Royal School of Administration
organized by UNDP Cambodia
in collaboration with Ministry of
Civil Service. She openly shared
her innovation experience on
cloud-based hospital operating
Ms. Pong Limsan who is the CEO and co-founder of peth Yoeung in an interview with BTV
Cambodia on the operation of “Peth Yoeung” system with the government of Cambodia

Founder & CEO, Mrs.
Limsan Pong, was invited to
participate in the interview
on BTV Cambodia on 16
November 2020 regarding
the latest development and
update of Peth Yoeung, a
cloud based hospital operating
system and its anticipation with
the government of Cambodia
in
establishing
quality
healthcare system, hospital
management and providing

system “Peth Yoeung” to
hospital directors and deputy
directors from 15 public district
referral and provincial referral
hospitals. Simultaneously, Peth
Yoeung and its panel hospital,
Preah Ang Doung Hospital
hosted all participants a visit
to Preah Ang Duong Hospital,
which is the very first hospital
to operate and to provide
treatment service digitally with
“Peth Yoeung”.

the digital healthcare operating
service in the Kingdom of
Cambodia.
Meanwhile,
she also respectively gave
another interview on the topic
of “Women in Technology”.
Please refer to the full talk
show it this link: https://www.
facebook.com/BTVCambodia/
videos/727423231199534/
Guest Speaker for UNDP’s
Civil Service Innovation 2020:

The CEO and co-founder of Peth Yoeung shared innovation experience of Peth Yoeung

system to hospital directors and deputy directors from 15 hospitals

Peth Yoeung was selected to join the first-ever Emerge X regional pitch competition in
the Asia Pacific region at the PH Startup Week 2020
(-continue from page 1)
Each
company
representative has a 6-minute
presentation on the innovations
of their company and extra time
to answer the judges’ questions.
They need to introduce a
variety of new solutions that
use emerging technologies,
including artificial intelligence,
machine learning, big data,
augmented reality, and IoT.
Lathika Pai, Country Head,
Microsoft for Startups was

WWW.PETHYOEUNG.COM

the comment: “Emerge X is
a program that Microsoft for
Startups has brought to these
countries where we engage
with high-potential startups
and we make sure that we
help these startups achieve
great heights by leveraging
the Microsoft platform not just
in terms of technology but also
taking [them] to our clients
globally.”
The three finalists will get free
GitHub and Microsoft Azure
credits as well as focused

workshops and receive a oneyear mentorship with technical
and business deep dives
which would include a threeday Founder Bootcamp and
access to enterprise clients
from around the world through
Microsoft’s co-sell program.

Peth Yoeung in Emerge-X Winner Secllected To
Pitch At Philippine Startup Week
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Eight Panel Clinics and Hospitals to Get Training Workshops to Go Digital
(-continue from page 3)

Vadhanak Vichea Clinic—
Grand
Phnom
Penh
locates in Grand Phnom
Penh Community, Phnom
Penh
Hanoi
Boulevard,
Phnom
Penh’s
Sangkat
Khmounh (https://goo.gl/maps/
kv6wctMVoexWKDYu9);

Marina Gold Clinic and
Maternity locates at building
#259, Veng Streng Boulevard,
Sangkat Chom Chao, Phnom
Penh
(https://goo.gl/maps/
Z Q u P 1 5 B H P 3 Q J L F Ty 6 ) ;

located at building #1, Street
262, Khan Doun Penh’s
Sangkat Chaktomok, Phnom
Penh
(https://goo.gl/maps/
T3kbxpy74bxJi2pT9).

digital solutions to their daily
clinic operations management
and treatment services for their
patients and customers.

Peth Yoeung team provided training on Using Peth
Yoeung System to Vadhanak Vichea ClinicGrand Phnom

Sokhak Polyclinic and Maternity
locates at building #72, Street
21B, Takhmao Town of Kandal
province
(https://goo.gl/
maps/5zQTHiB6k3uekSah8)
; and La Sante Polyclinic

We not only provide the best
cloud-based hospital service
but also the real determination
to revolutionize the healthcare
service in Cambodia which is
the reason why we continue to
give workshops and user skill
trainings so that they are able
to take advantage as much
as possible from Peth Yoeung

Penh staffs

Peth Yoeung team provided training on Using Peth
Yoeung System to MUCH Mobile Home care
Clinicstaffs

Disclaimer: All the material
inside the HEALTH & TECH This
month such as articles, quotes,
poster, are Copyright © 2020 by
the PETH YOEUNG and First
Womentech Asia Co., LTD. No
part can be reproduced without
the consent from the intellectual
properties owner. All rights reserve!

Contact Us:

Peth Yoeung, #15D, St. 03
Sangkat Teok Laak III, Toul Kok,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
Tel : +855 89 723 446 / 15 550 471
Email : info@pethyoeung.com
Facebook : @Peth Yoeung
Website : www.pethyoeung.com
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